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Using mobile network data to color epidemic risk maps
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Motivation

Population structure 
+ 

Patterns of interaction 
+ 

Mobility

COVID-19 Spatio-temporal information 
from Mobile Network Data 

Tools & Solutions for:
-Individuals

-First responders
-Decision makers



Data

!" Mobile network (signaling) data: additional data generated in communication networks to support the successful transfer of data
• GDPR-compliant and anonymized.

• More than 2 million users.

• March and April 2020.

• Region of Greater London, United Kingdom.

• Spatio-temporal information:

• ℎ$: home locations.
• &$: top location at night (00:00h – 08:00h).
• '$: time spent in that location.



Methodology

Filters:

• Home filter: Individuals living near the Hospital locations.

• Work filter: Individuals working at the Hospital (e.g., nurses, 

doctors, security guards, etc.)

Parameters

Objective: detect potential COVID-19 hospitalizations
by looking for individuals whose phone started appearing
during the night in the same area or very close to a
hospital that received COVID-19 patients.

Result: a set of “potentially hospitalized” individuals. 



Methodology

Parameters

Validation results: 

! = #
$ = 0.75
) = 4

Validation and fine-tuning: find the parameter configuration that consistently matches the
validation data (from NHS) across different settings, while maintaining a high value of correlation.



Risk Maps

A risk map provides a visual representation of risks that vary through time and space at different granularities 

Objective: creating risk maps based on the mobility of the final set of individuals detected as hospitalized, during the period of 2 weeks prior to 
their first day of hospitalization.



1. The areas of highest risk are not necessarily the most densely populated ones.

2. Time-related variability within the group of individual risk maps.

3. Hospitalized individuals tended to have a higher average mobility than non-hospitalized ones.

Results

The multidimensional characteristic of the risk of an area is better reflected when taking 
spatio-temporal information of high granularity

The proposed method yields a 98.6% agreement with released public records of patients 
admitted to hospitals in London within the same time frame. 



Advantages:

1. User involvement is not required to collect the data. 

2. No need of healthcare providers' interventions or digital certificates. 

3. Base-station antenna is less privacy-invasive than GPS coordinates or near-field contacts of a few meters (Contact Tracing). 

4. Generic and configurable approach that can be adapted to other areas, countries or diseases. 

5. A visual representation of risks is useful for: individuals, first responders, decision makers, evaluating the stress on the healthcare 
system, forecasting future risks, etc. 

6. Telecommunication companies could implement fully automated services to estimate the dangerous areas and send an SMS to warn 
individuals when they enter a high-risk area as a reminder to take extra protective measures. 

Limitations and Advantages
Limitations:

1. Severe cases vs asymptomatic cases.

2. Sensitive data and privacy concerns.



Conclusions

• New approach to detect potential COVID-19 hospitalizations and epidemic risk maps, based on mobile network data containing detailed 
spatio-temporal information about millions of cellphones at various scales.

• Three phases: (i) detection and filtering, (ii) validation and fine-tuning, and (iii) mobility patterns for obtaining risk maps.

• High agreement with public records. 

• The risk maps provide insightful information about the spatio-temporal variability of the risk of an area.



Extension of the work

•
•
•
•
•
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Thank you!

@elisacabana

@elisacabana

elisa.cabana@imdea.org

Watch a risk map movie obtained through the time-lapse set of daily risk maps:
https://networks.imdea.org/mobile-network-data-an-efficient-method-for- assessing-

the-spread-of-epidemics


